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ABSTRACT

Low-bandgap semiconductor nanowires (NWs) attract considerable interest for mid-infrared (MIR) photonics and optoelectronics, where
ideal candidate materials require surface-passivated core–shell systems with large tunability in band offset, lineup, and emission wavelength
while maintaining close lattice-matching conditions. Here, we propose and demonstrate epitaxial InAs–AlAsSb core–shell NW arrays on sili-
con (Si) that offer exceptional control over both the internal strain close to lattice-matching as well as band lineups tunable between type-I
and type-II, with almost no analogue in the III–V materials family. We develop direct monolithic growth of high-uniformity InAs–AlAsSb
NWs with wide tunability in shell composition and employ correlated Raman scattering and micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy to elab-
orate the interplay among hydrostatic strain, band lineup, and emission energy of the NW core luminescence tuned from �0.4 to 0.55 eV.
Electronic structure calculations further support the experimentally observed tunability between type-I and type-II band lineups. The Si-
integrated InAs-AlAsSb NW materials system holds large prospects not only for on-chip MIR photonics but also for other applications
including high-speed transistors and NW-based hot carrier solar cells.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0065867

Low-bandgap InAs nanowires (NWs) have drawn much atten-
tion in recent years due to their potential applications in electronics,
photonics, and mid-infrared (MIR) optoelectronics. Their high elec-
tron mobility, large absorption coefficient, and narrow direct bandgap
make them predestined materials for high-speed transistors,1,2 nano-
thermoelectric devices3,4 as well as photodetectors,5 MIR light sources
such as lasers,6,7 and THz emitters.8 The possibility of direct
monolithic integration on Si displays them as attractive candidates for
forthcoming technological applications in MIR Si-photonics and
lab-on-chip optoelectronics.9,10

However, InAs NWs are commonly plagued by defect states and
Fermi level pinning at the surface.11 Nowadays, this can be effectively
overcome by suitable encapsulating passivation layers to enhance the
carrier mobility and carrier lifetime12–14 and improve luminescence
efficiencies by reducing non-radiative surface recombination.14,15 So
far, these prominent effects were mainly demonstrated in few core–
shell NW systems, where the InAs core was passivated with, e.g., epi-
taxial InAlAs12,13 or In(As)P14,16 shell layers. These core-shell systems
suffer though from two essential drawbacks. First, InAlAs and InAsP

exhibit large lattice mismatches with the core, bearing the risk for
strain-induced defect formation. This limits the shell growth to very
thin layers and low tunability in shell composition,17 preventing flexi-
bility in electronic band engineering and the realization of functional
core-multishell NW devices where extended shell thicknesses are
required, as in, e.g., NW-lasers,18 radial NW-solar cells,19 or
modulation-doped NW-transistors.20 Second, these conventional shell
systems are limited to type-I band lineup between the core and shell,
as in most traditional III–V semiconductors. However, there are many
intriguing optoelectronic applications of InAs NWs where type-II
band lineup is much preferred, for example, in type-II MIR sources
with suppressed Auger recombination21,22 and hot-carrier solar cells,
in which efficient spatial separation of carriers is crucial.23

Against this backdrop, we develop here a unique InAs-AlAsSb
core-shell NW system allowing close lattice-matching properties and
exceptional tunability in band lineups from type-I to type-II, as not
reported before. As a member of the “6.1 Å” family of materials, the
InAs/AlAsSb stands out for its exceptionally high conduction band
offset (up to 1.35 eV) and excellent electron confinement with no
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counterpart among all III–V semiconductors.24 Especially, we pioneer
the monolithic integration of high-uniformity, composition-tunable
InAs/AlAsSb NW arrays on Si and explore systematically the effects of
shell composition on the morphological, strain, and optical properties
using correlated Raman and micro-photoluminescence (lPL) spec-
troscopy. Supported by strain and electronic structure calculations, we
directly highlight the tunability between type-I and type-II band line-
ups in these core-shell NWs, illustrating their versatility for widespread
nanoscale Si-photonic and optoelectronic applications.

The NWs were grown by selective-area molecular beam epitaxy
(SA-MBE) using common effusion cells for group III elements and
two valve cracker cells providing uncracked As4 and cracked Sb2,
respectively. Commercial Si (111) wafers with a 20-nm thick thermally
grown SiO2 mask layer on top served as epitaxial substrates.
Hereby, the SiO2 layer was prepatterned by electron beam lithography,
reactive ion etching, and a buffered oxide etch [BOE:98:2
NH4F(40%):HF(50%)] to induce site selective NW growth from peri-
odic openings with diameters of �140nm.25–27 InAs NW cores were
grown at 520 �C for 60min with an In flux of 0.6 Å/s and an As4 beam
equivalent pressure (BEP) of 4.5� 10�5 mbar, corresponding to a
V/III ratio of �40.25 These parameters result in catalyst-free, i.e.,
vapor-solid type NWs with lengths of �8lm and diameters of
�210nm [see Fig. 1(a)], and a typical wurtzite (WZ)-phase micro-
structure with high stacking fault densities26,27 (see the supplementary
material). After core growth, a�30min pause was set to remove resid-
ual As from the background environment (avoiding unintentional As
deposition) and to lower the temperature to 425 �C for subsequent
AlAsSb shell growth. AlAsSb shells were grown for 30min at an Al
flux of 0.5 Å/s (equivalent planar growth rate), Sb2 BEP of 1.2� 10�6

mbar, while the As4 BEP was varied between 2� 10�7 and 2� 10�6

mbar to tune the As fraction in different samples. All respective fluxes
were supplied at the same time to initiate AlAsSb shell growth. To pre-
vent oxidation of the AlAsSb layer, a GaSb cap was grown for 10min
under a Ga flux of 0.5 Å/s and a Sb2 BEP of 1.2� 10�6 mbar.

Figure 1(a) shows typical scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of as-grown InAs–core and InAs–AlAsSb core–shell NW
arrays in comparison. The NW arrays exhibit exceptional uniformity
with very high epitaxial growth yield,25,26 yet, a non-flat, pencil-like
NW tip that is common under the employed SA-MBE growth.28 Since
the NW cores were grown under the exactly same conditions, the NW
lengths remain unchanged in the core-shell NWs (�8lm), while only
the NW diameter is increased. Also note that both the core-only and
core–shell NWs have straight sidewalls, indicating a homogeneous
and taper-free growth along the entire NW length. This is in distinct
contrast to previous growth attempts of core-shell NWs with binary
AlSb shells, which exhibited non-epitaxial orientation and strong NW
bending due to inhomogeneous shell growth.29,30 The total diameter
of our core-shell NWs is �260 (620) nm, corresponding to an
AlAsSb shell (GaSb cap) thickness of �20nm (5nm), irrespective of
the supplied As flux [Fig. 1(b)]. This suggests that the shell growth is
limited by the available Al flux, which in a coaxial NW geometry is
�1/5 of the group-III limited planar growth rate.31 The shell thickness
and its coherent growth around the NW core were further confirmed
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) measurements (see the
supplementary material).

A closer view at the surface morphology for shells grown under
different As fluxes is presented in Fig. 1(b). Here, we also show NWs

where shells were grown without active As supply, denoted as “As-
closed” and “As-cold,” respectively. These growths aim at pure AlSb
layers, where “As-closed” refers to conditions with the closed As-cell
kept at the operating temperature (380 �C) of the valved cracker, while
“As-cold” describes similar conditions with the closed As-cell fixed at
250 �C standby temperature. Although these conditions provide no
nominal As flux, miniscule amounts of residual As are incorporated
(likely from a needle valve run without shutters), hampering the
growth of pure AlSb shells as further shown below. Such Al(As)Sb
shells exhibit specular NW sidewall morphology with very flat facets,
similar to the bare InAs cores (top-left image). Adding a small As-flux
of 2� 10�7 mbar maintains overall smooth facet morphology, albeit
some faint surface undulations (striated morphology) appear orthogo-
nal to the growth axis. The striated morphology becomes even more
pronounced for slightly increased As-flux (3� 10�7 mbar). We
assume that such morphology could result from growth instabilities,
e.g., anisotropic adatom kinetics, under the presence of high stacking

FIG. 1. (a) Overview SEM images taken from arrays of InAs NWs (left) and
InAs–AlAsSb core–shell NWs (right) under 45� tilted view and with identical scale
bar. (b) Close-up view of individual NWs illustrating the morphological evolution of
the AlAsSb shell grown under different As-fluxes. The corresponding As-supply is
given in the top panel for each image. The scale bar (200 nm) is the same for all
images.
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fault densities, as seen in many other materials.32–34 Furthermore, for
higher As fluxes, the striated morphology transforms into a rough-
ened, grainlike surface (3D islanding), where the density of grains
increases rapidly with As-flux. Since high fractions of As in the
AlAsSb shell lead to substantial lattice-mismatch with the core, the
transition to such a 3D-grainlike structure can be linked to onsets of
strain relaxation (shown in Fig. 3).

To characterize the composition and strain properties of the
InAs-AlAsSb NWs, micro(l)-Raman scattering spectroscopy was per-
formed on individual NWs at room temperature. The measurements
were performed in a confocal alpha300R WITec microscope, using an
excitation laser with wavelength k¼ 532nm and a spot size of �0.45
(60.1) lm (100�/0.9NA objective). The Raman signals were col-
lected in backscattering geometry with normal incidence excitation on
the sidewall facet of single NWs that had been dispersed onto a Si
wafer. The measurements were performed without distinguishing the
polarization of the phonon modes. In total, eight samples with differ-
ent AlAsSb shell compositions were characterized, and 3–5 NWs/
samples were probed to obtain statistically relevant data. Figure 2(a)
presents Raman spectra (at 150lW excitation power) of bare InAs
NWs (gray) and core-shell NWs from the same samples as in
Fig. 1(b), plotted as the arithmetic mean over the measured number of
NWs/samples. In the case of bare InAs NWs, we observe the

transverse optical (TO) phonons as the dominant mode with peak
positions at �216 cm�1, in good agreement with reported values for
WZ-phase InAs NWs.35,36 A residuary feature is also shown at very
low wavenumbers (<100 cm�1) that stems most likely from the laser
as it remains persistent in all samples. Additional residuary features
are observed between �100 and 150 cm�1 in the core-shell NWs
(especially for the highest As-flux). These peaks might be associated
with bulk Sb37 and likely appear as a result of thermal decomposition
of the AlAsSb shell upon irradiation by the high-energy excitation
laser (see the supplementary material). Furthermore, the core-shell
NWs exhibit a peak at �227 cm�1, which can be linked to the GaSb
TO phonon mode of the 5-nm thin GaSb cap layer.38

Most importantly, the core–shell NWs show a very characteristic
Raman peak at longer wavenumbers at�320–350 cm�1 that obviously
depends on the As flux during AlAsSb shell growth. This peak is
attributed to the TO phonon mode of AlAsSb, since its Raman shift
occurs continually with increasing As supply from close to the bulk
AlSb TO resonance at �319 cm�1 toward the AlAs TO resonance at
�361 cm�1.39–41 Hence, the shift of this TO mode reflects the change
in alloy composition of the AlAsSb shell in the respective samples.
Note that also a faint peak is observed near�340 cm�1 (particularly in
samples without intentional As supply), which is attributed to the
AlSb LO phonon mode.39,41 Interestingly, as the AlAsSb alloy

FIG. 2. (a) Raman spectra of InAs core-only (grey) and InAs–AlAsSb core–shell NWs recorded from the same samples as in Fig. 1. Spectra have been shifted vertically for
clarity; (b) TO-phonon mode shift of the AlAsSb shell layer with increasing As-supply, showing experimental data together with Lorentzian peak fits (solid lines); (c) peak wave-
numbers of the AlAsSb-related TO mode and corresponding As-fractions in the AlAsSb shell derived from the empirical model by Sela et al.40
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composition is tuned throughout these samples, no further TO (or
LO) modes appear, which is characteristic for a single-mode alloy and
unique for AlAsSb.40,41 In addition, the TO phonon peak broadens
upon increasing the As flux, i.e., larger As incorporation. This likely
reflects increased structural disorder as the lattice mismatch with the
core rises toward As-rich AlAsSb shell layers (�7% mismatch in InAs/
AlAs), in line with the increasingly roughened surface morphology in
Fig. 1(b). Additionally, we cannot rule out alloy disorder effects to con-
tribute to the peak broadening, as previously observed in the
literature.41,42

By using Lorentzian fitting, the TO peak position and shift can be
determined more accurately [see Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. Hereby, we find
that for nominally As-free AlSb shell layers (“As-cold” and “As-
closed”), the TO peak is centered at around 321 and 324 cm�1, respec-
tively. These values are slightly larger than the TO resonance for bulk
AlSb and hint, therefore, toward small As incorporation. The TO
mode shifts then with intentional As supply and appears to saturate
near �346 cm�1 for the highest selected As flux. This trend is directly
reflected in the estimated alloy composition [Fig. 2(c)] that was
derived from the non-linear relationship between the Raman shift and
corresponding As molar fraction, as proposed by Sela et al. (assuming
a zinc blende structure).40 As a result, the As fraction in the AlAsSb
shell layers ranges from �13% to �55%, where it saturates. We sus-
pect that the apparent saturation stems from the low shell growth tem-
perature, which favors the relative incorporation of Sb over As.43

Importantly, our data suggest that with the large tunability in shell
composition and lattice mismatch, we should be able to tune the strain
state, and its sign, of the InAs core, which is the most relevant parame-
ter affecting the electronic and optical transition properties in these
NWs. In particular, we expect to tune the strain in the core from a
weakly tensile strain state (via a Sb-rich AlAsSb shell), over lattice-
matching conditions, to a compressive strain state (via a more As-rich
AlAsSb shell), providing powerful strain control in binary NWs that
have very few analogs among the plethora of III–V semiconductors.

To demonstrate this, we focus now our analysis on the shift of
the InAs TO phonon mode as a function of the AlAsSb shell composi-
tion, illustrated in the close-up view of Fig. 3(a). Note, the spectra of
Sb-rich core–shell NWs resolve also more closely the Raman peak at
�227 cm�1 (the GaSb TO-mode) and further a weaker feature at
�236 cm�1, which is ascribed to the GaSb LO-mode from the GaSb
cap.38 For more As-rich core-shell NWs, the GaSb TO-mode broadens
and shifts to larger wavenumbers, which is likely due to residual As
incorporating into the GaSb cap after AlAsSb shell growth. Most
prominently, the InAs TO-mode shift shows a characteristic shape:
first, with respect to bare strain-free InAs (216 cm�1), a slight shift to
lower wavenumbers for NWs containing Sb-rich AlAsSb shells is
observed, which is followed by a shift to larger wavenumbers for less
Sb-rich shells. For more As-rich AlAsSb shells, the shift inverts again
toward lower wavenumbers. By determining the relative peak shifts
(D�/�TO) with respect to the strain-free position of the InAs TO-

FIG. 3. (a) Raman spectra of the InAs TO-phonon mode shift of InAs–AlAsSb core–shell NWs in comparison to strain-free InAs NWs without shell (black data, InAs-TO:
216 cm�1); (b) shifts of the peak wavenumber relative to strain-free InAs NWs (D�¼ 0) and corresponding hydrostatic strain evolution as a function of the As-fraction in the
AlAsSb shell.
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mode, we directly extract the hydrostatic strain in the core using
ehyd¼ exx þ eyy þ ezz� 1/cTO�D�/�TO, where cTO¼ 1.17 is the
Gr€uneisen parameter describing the shift of the WZ-InAs TO pho-
nons with hydrostatic strain.44 This approximately linear relation
holds true, since no peak splitting for the InAs TO phonons was found
in our core-shell NWs. We further note that the relative peak shifts
were attributed exclusively to strain without considering any other
potential contributions, e.g., phonon confinement or zone-folding.45

Both the relative TO-mode shift and the corresponding change
of hydrostatic strain in the InAs core are plotted in Fig. 3(b) as a func-
tion of AlAsSb shell composition. We clearly see that for the lowest
As-fraction (13%), the InAs core experiences a weakly tensile strain
(þ0.08%), indicating that this shell composition is very close to lattice
matching. Increasing the As-fraction changes the sign of strain, induc-
ing compressive strain with values as high as –1.6% ([As] � 25%).
Further increase in the As-fraction results, however, in decreased com-
pressive strain, despite the increased lattice mismatch. This suggests
that partial strain relaxation sets in for As-fractions in excess of 30%,
which was also proposed by the morphology transition to the 3D-
grainlike structure in Fig. 1(b).

Ultimately, we probed the effect of strain on the bandgap of the
InAs core using lPL spectroscopy on selected samples with low to
moderate As-fractions (<30%). Measurements were performed in a
home-built MIR-lPL setup on as-grown NW arrays as described in
Refs. 27 and 46. Hereby, we used a continuous-wave laser diode at
975nm for excitation that was focused onto the sample (spot size
�13lm), which was placed in a He-flow cryostat. The PL response
was recorded by an InAs detector with the entire beam-path immersed
in inert N2 gas to prevent strong absorption from water in ambient
air.27 All presented PL spectra were taken at 10K. Figure 4(a) shows
normalized PL spectra from three investigated core–shell NW arrays
in comparison with bare, unstrained InAs NWs recorded with an exci-
tation power density of 8.7 kW/cm2. The core-shell NWs contain InAs
NW cores identical to the bare one but AlAsSb shells with different As
fractions (13%, 18%, 25%, and 30%). According to the Raman data
[Fig. 3(b)], the hydrostatic strain in these four samples corresponds
to values of þ0.08% (tensile), –0.63%, –1.64%, and –1.31%
(compressive).

The emission of all samples was obtained in the range of
�0.4–0.55 eV, suggesting that radiative recombination takes place pri-
marily inside the InAs core, since AlAsSb is an indirect semiconductor
with much larger bandgap. The bare, unstrained InAs NWs (black
data) show a PL peak energy of �0.45 eV, which agrees well with for-
mer observations from WZ-phase InAs NWs grown under similar
conditions.27,46 For compressively strained InAs cores (AlAsSb shells
with 18%, 25%, and 30%), the emission blue-shifts to larger energies
with increasing As-fraction. This is expected, given the existence of
compressive hydrostatic strain in the core that widens the bandgap.
We further note that for all samples with a compressively strained
core, the total integrated PL intensity is similarly high, confirming that
the optical properties are not deteriorated upon increased As-fraction.
In contrast, NWs with AlAsSb shell containing lower As-fraction
(13%) show a very distinct red-shift with respect to the unstrained
InAs core by �40meV. In principle, such red-shift is expected under
the presence of tensile strain in the core; however, the magnitude of
the shift is quite large considering the very weak þ0.08% tensile strain
in this case.

To address this behavior more quantitatively, we plot in Fig. 4(b)
the PL peak energies against the hydrostatic strain and compare our
experimental data with calculations of the strain-induced changes in
bandgap energy EG based on theoretical calculations of WZ band-
parameters47 and deformation potentials of WZ InAs (see the supple-
mentary material). Thereby, we employed the continuum elasticity
theory (strain calculations) in combination with the k�p perturbation
theory to compute the valence and conduction band edges and result-
ing minimum bandgap energy (see the supplementary material). We
note that the minimum bandgap energy is located along the NW cor-
ner facets of the hexagonal core due to an enhanced splitting of the
topmost valence bands, which results in a non-linear increase in the
bandgap energy with hydrostatic strain [blue curve in Fig. 4(b)].

FIG. 4. (a) Normalized PL spectra of three InAs-AlAsSb core-shell NW arrays (dif-
ferent As-fractions in the shell) in comparison with a strain-free, bare InAs NW array
as recorded at 10 K; (b) plot of the PL peak energy (black datapoints) as a function
of the hydrostatic strain in the InAs core. For comparison, the calculated transition
energies for direct type-I transitions (strain-dependent bandgap energy) as well as
for indirect type-II transitions (red curve) are also shown. For type-I transitions, the
bandgap energy is shown for two cases, averaged over the entire NW core (green
curve) and as minimum bandgap energy (blue curve). The insets illustrate schemat-
ically the respective type-I and type-II band lineups and corresponding direct vs
indirect transitions. (Band offsets are not to scale.)
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Looking at the compressive case (negative hydrostatic strain data), we
find that the experimental data follow overall the trend of the calcu-
lated strain-induced bandgap shifts. Especially, for the sample with the
highest compressive strain (25% As-fraction), the agreement is
immaculate. This suggests that EG can be attributed to near band edge
transitions of electron–hole pairs within the compressively strained
InAs core. This further supports the notion of a type-I band lineup
between the InAs core and wide-gap AlAsSb shell (see the inset), as
expected from the relatively large As-fraction. Note that the experi-
mental data of the other two compressively strained samples fall
slightly below the calculated bandgap energy. For the sample with larg-
est As-fraction (30%), the deviation is a direct result of the apparent
partial strain relaxation noted before. [The hydrostatic strain in this
sample is lowered compared to the sample with As-fraction of 25%
(cf. Fig. 3(b).] Regarding the deviation in the data of the sample with
As-fraction of 18%, we believe this could be a result of the uncertainty
in the InAs TO-mode positions and corresponding averaged hydro-
static strain in this sample, which has large effect in the limit of small
overall strain.

For the case of weak tensile strain (positive hydrostatic strain),
the calculated bandgap data suggest, in contrast, only a very small
bandgap narrowing, i.e., �5meV for ehyd¼ 0.08% (the sample with
13% AlAsSb). Here, however, the experimental data are far below the
calculated bandgap, showing a red-shift of �40meV. This huge red-
shift can only be explained by taking a closer look at the band lineup
of InAs-AlAsSb with low As-fraction and considering recombination
involving the shell layer as well. In particular, we consider a type-II
band lineup by which the relative position of the AlAsSb valence band
(VB) shifts above the VB level of InAs, inducing spatially indirect
recombination of electrons located in the InAs core and holes trapped
in the adjacent AlAsSb shell interface (see the inset). To account for
this, we further calculated the strain-(i.e., composition) dependent
type-II transition energy (see the red line), which changes much more
rapidly with strain as opposed to the type-I transition, i.e., the transi-
tion energy drops over several tens of meV even for miniscule change
in strain <0.1%. Remarkably, the experimental data (the PL energy of
�0.415 eV) fit very well with the calculated indirect transition, reflect-
ing the apparent type-II band lineup for such InAs-AlAsSb core-shell
NWs with low As-fraction. Similar type-II band lineup was recently
also proposed for a binary AlSb passivation layer on InAs NWs, but
without electronic structure calculations only qualitative assumptions
could be made.29 Moreover, our findings of a type-II transition with
low emission energy for such low As-fraction AlAsSb and small strain
mimic very well previous observations of planar InAs-AlAsSb
heterostructures.48,49

See the supplementary material for additional Raman spectros-
copy data, high-resolution and scanning transmission electron micros-
copy analysis, and simulations of strain-induced bandgap shifts.
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